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The first chapter is concerned with
quality control, laboratory management
and reference values. Its author, P. M.
G. Broughton, has managed by careful
selection of his sources to cover most of
the important papers published in 1978
covering this subject and at the same
time presenting a readable review in its
own right which will inform the reader
as well as act as a pointer to the
literature. The objectives of an efficient
clinical chemistry laboratory include the
production of data for clinical use
which are accurate, can be repeated
precisely, are relevant to the problem, cluding imaging detectors (to which
are timely in relation to clinical Professor Pardue has made significant
decisions, are interpretable and are not contributions himself). These exciting
wasteful of resources. Anyone reading analytical systems together with micro-
this chapter will find something of processor control are likely to bring a
interest under all these headings and new generation of instruments to
referring to the original references will clinical laboratories. In addition the
find more detailed, and, usually, author- authors have chosen to limit their
atitive discussion. Emphasis has been review of computer studies to distributed
placed on problems associated with the laboratory computing glucose controlled
use of commercial quality control insulin infusion, optimisation studies,
material, the impact of reference choice of sequential tests, and the
methodology on the interpretation of application of computers to GC-MS, .all
consensus values in external quality of which are interesting topics. They
assurance schemes and the influence of have also brought to the attention of
subpopulation and other variables in the their readers the recent critical" reviews
estimates of ’normal’ ranges.
Harry Pardue and Stanley Deming
have contributed the chapter on instru-
mentation and computing. They have
reviewed much of the interesting
development in analytical chemistry
applied to medicine including multi-
of the use of regression data in the
comparison of analytical methods. Whilst
any worker in a particular field will be
aware of most of the references quoted
there will be much in less familiar
fields which will stimulate and inform.
The other chapters, which are of equal
layer-film systems, flow-injection value, are concerned with advances in
systems without air segmentation, RIA the application of biochemistry to
using magnetised partiele separation, clinical medicine.
electrochemical detection systems in- M.G. Rinsler
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5. Instrumentation for Continuous 11.
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Evaluation of the Automatic
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to Rapid Assay for Antibiotics
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Enzymatic Analysis of Free
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A New Automatic Glucose
Analyser Using a Micro Hema-
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